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About This Game

Party Hard 2 is coming!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/572430/Party_Hard_2/

NOW WITH LOCAL CO-OP! In Party Hard, you play as someone who is really tired of their neighbours having loud parties.
Instead of calling the police, you decide it’s a better idea to take everyone down using your faithful knife and the environment.

The story of this tactical strategy follows a series of killings at parties throughout the USA.

The developers used to work mostly on casual, family-friendly games until they participated in a game jam, making the first
prototype for Party Hard. TinyBuild backed up the original authors, Pinokl Games, to create a full version that is now on Steam!

Party Hard has semi-procedurally generated environments and focuses on unique ways of killing people. In the greatest
traditions of stealth games, your main goal is not to get caught while silently picking off unsuspecting victims one by one.

Dancing and blending in in a suspicious situation is key.

A (not)serious story that follows a series of murders throughout the USA

 19 unique levels with random variations on each one
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 Use traps, cause explosions, become a ninja

 Multiple unlock-able characters

 Local co-op multiplayer

 Special random events, like a bear coming in and killing everyone for you

 Trigger the DEA, SWAT, paramedics or firefighters to come and ruin the party

5 Playable Characters!

The guy who wants to get some sleep

The ninja who is fast, stealthy, has a smoke bomb, but shouldn't be seen

The cop who can carry bodies around without suspicion, and frame innocent people

The girl who can knock people out

The butcher who has a chainsaw

Play the game live on Twitch and let your viewers impact what's happening!

Yes, you can let your Twitch viewers mess with you while you’re playing Party Hard. They can cause all sorts of chaos like
inviting more people to the party, calling in special forces, bringing Sharknados, and more!
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Title: Party Hard
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Pinokl Games, Kverta
Publisher:
tinyBuild
Franchise:
Party Hard
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2015

 a09c17d780 

English,Russian,German,Romanian,French,Ukrainian,Japanese,Simplified Chinese
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Saw a friend play Party Hard 2 and thogth it looked fun.
So I got the first one, seeing it was on sale, and I'm loving it, it's a cerative stratagy game. It has lovely grafics and good music. I
am looking foward to playing more of this game, and it's one of the few games I will keep installed on my computer.. So I know
it's not fair to compare this to the Hitman games, but like...
This is like a bad version of Hitman.

Not a worse version, that'd be fine, especially for the price. A bad version. Let me explain. The point of each level is to kill
everyone. To do so successfully, you must avoid being caught. However, the tools the game hands you to do so are extremely
lacking. There are a few traps in each level that you can use to kill about 10% of the level, but the other 90% just involves
waiting for someone to walk into a secluded area (which as far as I can tell is random, and there's no real way to lure people),
then stabbing them, then repeating. Like, 40 times.. It is a fun also brutal game and i love the pixel 8 bit style of the game. Don't
go into this expecting mayhem and destruction. Expect to replay every mission dozens of times as any contact at all with the
cops automatically ends your run as they're invincible. You can't run from them because the sprint button doesn't actually do
anything. You can't hide from them because they automatically know where you are and head right for you. You might just get
randomly tagged as the murderer despite not doing anything to actually get caught. You might be down to the last 3 targets out
of 60 and have one of them decide to call the cops and there's nothing you can do about it because they're faster than you and in
a game based on slasher films, they decided to ignore one of the most common slasher tropes by NOT letting you take the
phones out. You're going to fail missions over and over, sometimes right when you're almost finished and you're going to end up
right back at the very beginning of what was 15 literal minutes of patiently, tediously stalking everyone down and you're going
to have to do it all over again, slowly walking around the map with extremely limited ways to actually get the job done.

If that doesn't sound infuriating to you, go for it. It has some bright spots that are fun, when it isn't being a tedious,
cheapshotting mess.

Oh, and it has what is quite possibly the WORST voice acting I have ever heard in anything, ever. It's not even "so bad it's
good." It's just bad. And it has a really predictable, tired twist in the story.
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